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Genre in Asian Film and Television Jun 25 2019 Genre in Asian Film and Television takes a dynamic approach to the study of Asian screen media previously
under-represented in academic writing. It combines historical overviews of developments within national contexts with detailed case studies on the use of generic
conventions and genre hybridity in contemporary films and television programmes.
Permanent Campaigning in Greece in Times of Crisis Jun 29 2022 This book investigates the phenomenon of permanent campaigning in Greece over the last
decade. It explores the political communication strategies of three recent successive Greek prime ministers from 2012 until the early months of 2022 to deal with
economic, migration and pandemic crises, from a permanent campaigning perspective. Moreover, it evaluates and measures, for the first time, their permanent
campaign strategies using the proposed framework of Lilleker and Joathan (2020) and the three following indicators: capacity building and strategy, paid and
owned media and earned media. The need for presidents to communicate with public opinion and their dependence on public support is anything but new. Τhe
difference in the case of the permanent campaign is that the campaign tools, methods, techniques and personnel follow the elected leader in office in order to back
his constant efforts to retain or even increase public approval as well as advance their re-election prospects. This book aims to extend the research on the
permanent campaigning in European parliamentary systems and will be of interest to political communication and campaigning students and researchers.
Transatlantic Relations in the 21st Century Mar 27 2022 This book offers an overview of the interface between European integration, transatlantic relations, and
the 'rise of the rest' in the early 21st century. The collapse of the Soviet bloc opened up an era in which the drivers and perceived benefits of the US alliance
among European countries have become more variegated and shifting. The proposition that the US remains at once an 'indispensable' and 'intolerable' nation in
Europe is a key concept in the alliance, as the US remains inextricably tied to the continent through economic, military and cultural links. This work examines this
complex subject area from many angles, including an analysis of the historical and cultural contexts of America's relations with Europe, as well as a discussion of
the politics of transatlantic affairs which utilises evidence gleaned from a series of case-studies. In the concluding chapters, the author assesses the likelihood that
the West can entrench its global dominance in the realms of "soft" and "hard" power, and by effecting a "controlled reform" that will see multilateral structures open
up to emerging powers. This book will be of great interest to students of European Politics, EU integration, transatlantic relations, US foreign policy/diplomacy,
International Security and IR in general.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Real Madrid C.F. Players Jul 19 2021
Welfare Reform in East Asia Aug 08 2020 This book provides a comprehensive overview of how social welfare in handled in leading East Asian countries,
analysing current trends, explaining the social and political background driving reform, describing new programmes and assessing their effectiveness.
Fiscal Monitor, April 2021 Apr 03 2020 The April 2021 edition of the Fiscal Monitor focuses on tailoring fiscal responses to the COVID-19 pandemic and adopting
policies to reduce inequality and gaps
The Rise and Fall of Al-Qaeda Jul 07 2020 The author re-evaluates the threat posed by Al-Qaeda following a decade of war.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Expatriate Footballers in Spain Aug 20 2021
Fighting Back Jul 31 2022 Since terrorism became a global national security issue in the new millennium, all governments have wrestled with its effects. Yet
strong measures against terrorism have often made the root causes of the problem worse, while weak responses have invited further attack. In response, this book
explains how governments can construct and execute the most effective strategies to combat terrorism̶and how they can manage the consequences of those
acts of terrorism they cannot prevent. It provides an overview of the complex problem of terrorism and offers a guide to shaping solutions to fit the unique
structures and processes of governments. These issues and their solutions are demonstrated in six case studies. The book's value lies in its holistic treatment of
what governments can do to protect their societies, with the ultimate goal of reducing terrorism from the global security threat it is today to a national-level criminal
problem. Written by a team of experts, the book offers a concise but complete course on the most important national security challenge of our time.
Fiscal Monitor, April 2017 Nov 10 2020 This publication is a survey by the IMF staff, published twice a year, in the spring and fall, as part of the IMFʼs World
Economic and Financial Surveys. The current issue analyzes the latest public finance developments, updates medium-term fiscal projections, and assesses
policies aimed at placing public finances on a sustainable footing. An analytical chapter employs extensive firm-level data sets as well as new sources of data on
tax policy and tax administration for advanced economies, emerging market economies, and low-income developing countries to assess the extent of resource
misallocation within countries, focusing on how the design of the tax system may affect resource allocation.
China-India Economics Jan 13 2021 A review of the existing literature on the China-India comparative theme conveys the distinct impression that the literature
largely projects China and India as intrinsically competitive entities. While much has been written on where and why China and India are contesting, particularly
from a political sense, very little attention has been devoted to mutual collaboration, whether existing or potential. Such possibilities are at their greatest in
economics, which will dominate the future China-India relationship.This book explores Sino-Indian ties from a comparative economic perspective and argues that it
is erroneous to visualise the ties either from exclusively competitive or collaborative perspectives. The future relationship between the two countries will be
characterised simultaneously by two ?C?s: competition and collaboration, which are both linked to common challenges facing them. Arguing that while competition
in the economic sphere is inevitable, given their size and aspirations, the book contends that negative externalities from competition will encourage both countries
to collaborate and expand the scope of such collaboration. The book's refreshing angle makes it a must-read for those interested in Sino-Indian relationship.
Counter-Terrorism and State Political Violence Mar 03 2020 This edited volume aims to deepen our understanding of state power through a series of case studies
of political violence arising from state ʻcounter-terrorismʼ strategies. The book examines how state counter-terrorism strategies are invariably underpinned by terror,
in the form of state political violence. It seeks to answer three key questions: To what extent can counter-terror strategies be read as a form of state terror? How
fundamental is state terror to the maintenance of a neo-liberal social order? What are the features of counter-terrorism that render it so easily reducible to state
terror? In order to explore these issues, and to reach an understanding of what it means to say that the ʻwar on terrorʼ is terror , the contributing authors draw upon
case studies from a range of geographical contexts including the UK and Northern Ireland, the US and Colombia, and Sri Lanka and Tamil Eelam. Analysing these
case studies from a psychological-warfare and hegemonic perspective, the book also includes two chapters from Noam Chomsky and John Pilger, which provide a

global and historical context. This book will be of great interest to students of critical terrorism studies, political violence, war and conflict studies, sociology,
international security and IR.
Planning for Tall Buildings Dec 24 2021 In a time of recession, the challenge of building and planning for tall buildings has become even more complex; the
economics of development, legislative and planning frameworks, and the local politics of development must be navigated by those wishing to design and construct
new tall buildings which fit within the fabric of their host cities. This book is a timely contribution to the debate about new tall buildings and their role and effect on
our cities. It is divided into two main parts. In part one, the relationship between tall buildings and planning is outlined, followed by an exploration of the impacts
that construction of tall buildings can have. It focuses, in particular, on the conservation debates that proposals for new tall buildings raise. The first part ends with
an analysis of the way in which planning strategies have evolved to deal with the unique consequences of tall buildings on their urban locations. The second part of
the book focuses on seven examples of medium-sized cities dealing with planning and conservation issues, and implications that arise from tall buildings. These
have been chosen to reflect a wide range of methods to either encourage or to control tall buildings that cities are deploying. The case studies come from across
the western world, covering England (Manchester, Liverpool, Newcastle and Birmingham), Norway (Oslo), Ireland (Dublin) and Canada (Vancouver) and represent
a broad spectrum of approaches to dealing with this issue. In drawing together the experiences of these varied cities, the book contributes to the ongoing debate
about the role of the tall building in our cities, their potential impacts, and experiences of those who use and inhabit them. The conclusions outline how cities
should approach the strategic planning of tall buildings, as well as how they should deal with the consequences of individual buildings, particularly on the built
heritage.
Australian Climate Policy and Diplomacy May 29 2022 Australian Climate Policy and Diplomacy provides a well overdue critique of existing, and high-profile,
publications that convey the ʻgreenhouse mafiaʼ hypothesis, which posits that Australiaʼs weak policy response to climate change is the result of a menacing
domestic fossil fuel lobby. Ben L. Parr argues that the shared government‒industry discourse about protecting Australiaʼs industrial competitiveness has had a
more decisive influence in shaping and legitimising Australian climate policy than the direct lobbying tactics of the fossil fuel industry. Parr also reveals how the
divergent foreign policy discourses and traditions of Australiaʼs two major political parties ‒ as internationalist versus alliance-focused ‒ have enabled and
constrained their climate diplomacy and domestic policies over time. To demonstrate his argument, he presents a discourse analysis woven into a chronological
policy narrative, comprising more than 1000 primary texts (media releases, interviews, and speeches) generated by prime ministers and key fossil fuel lobbyists.
Overall, this volume illustrates how domestic forces have and are influencing Australiaʼs climate policy. In doing so, it also provides a framework that can be
adapted to examine climate mitigation policies in other countries, notably Canada and the US. This book will be of interest to students and scholars of climate
change, environmental policy and governance, and Australian climate change policy and politics more specifically, as well as policymakers and practitioners
working in these fields.
Policy Worlds Oct 10 2020 There are few areas of society today that remain outside the ambit of policy processes, and likewise policy making has progressively
reached into the structure and fabric of everyday life. An instrument of modern government, policy and its processes provide an analytical window into systems of
governance themselves, opening up ways to study power and the construction of regimes of truth. This volume argues that policies are not simply coercive,
constraining or confined to static texts; rather, they are productive, continually contested and able to create new social and semantic spaces and new sets of
relations. Anthropologists do not stand outside or above systems of governance but are themselves subject to the rhetoric and rationalities of policy. The analyses
of policy worlds presented by the contributors to this volume open up new possibilities for understanding systems of knowledge and power and the positioning of
academics within them.
Incentives for Research, Development, and Innovation in Pharmaceuticals Oct 02 2022 Incentives for innovation are particularly relevant in the pharmaceutical
industry where not all social needs provide equally profitable opportunities and where most OECD countries try to implement different measures that promote
research in these less profitable areas. This book describes how incentives can be provided to deal with less profitable activities when no clear markets exist for
the innovations. The book discusses alternative mechanisms to substitute for inexistent markets, situations where traditional instruments have proven totally
insufficient, and the clear mismatch between the size of the markets being targeted and the incentives being provided. Patents become an ineffective way to
incentivise R&D when the appropriability is low; this book provides alternative ideas such as allowing for a period of data exclusivity to firms that develop new
drugs.
Rethinking Development Challenges for Public Policy Sep 20 2021 Covers topical issues for Africa's development, economics and politics of climate change,
water management, public service delivery, and delivering aid. The authors argue that these issues should be included in the post-MDG paradigm and add an
important voice to recent moves by academics and practitioners to engage with each other.
The Speaker's Handbook, Spiral bound Version Sep 08 2020 Helping students speak in the classroom and the boardroom, THE SPEAKER'S HANDBOOK covers
the entire process of preparing, organizing, developing and delivering a speech, making it ideal both for students taking a Public Speaking course and for
experienced speakers. The twelfth edition continues to offer thorough coverage of ethics, reasoning, analyzing audience and diversity. Each chapter is designed to
stand alone so that speakers can refer only to the sections that meet their needs. Speeches from students and public figures--including Congressman John
Lewisʼs dedication speech for the National Museum of African American History and Culture--provide relevant speech models as well as material for analysis. For
Your Benefit features equip students with valuable tips and advice, while Speaker's Workshop and Putting It into Practice activities give students hands-on
application. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Testimonies of Transition Jan 01 2020 Marjory Harper explores the motives and experiences of migrants, settlers and returners by focusing on the personal
testimonies of the two million men, women and children who left Scotland in the 20th century.
Politics and Religion in the United Kingdom May 17 2021 This important new volume seeks to provide significant contribution to our understanding of religion and
politics, demonstrating through comparisons with other countries the unusually complex nature of the interaction of religion and politics in the United Kingdom.
Bruce provides a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the field, covering key topics including: Religion and Violence in Northern Ireland A UK-US comparison of
the relationship between the church and the nation state Links between Protestantism and the rise of modern democracy The relationship between Methodism and
Socialism The impact that ethnic minority status and religious values have on political alignment This work will be of great interest to students and scholars of
religion, politics and religious sociology.
Are you busy Friday? Mar 15 2021 The story, written in the first person, is a collection of messages which form Maria's sustained monologue with the world.
Through her e-mails we find out about the questions she is facing and sense the answers she is considering. The protagonist shares with us a story which will,
inevitably, be the turning point in her life.
Rising China Jan 25 2022 Where the last three decades of the 20th century witnessed a China rising on to the global economic stage, the first three decades of
the 21st century are almost certain to bring with them the completion of that rise, not only in economic, but also political and geopolitical terms. China's integration
into the global economy has brought one-fifth of the global population into the world trading system, which has increased global market potential and integration to
an unprecedented level. The increased scale and depth of international specialisation propelled by an enlarged world market has offered new opportunities to
boost world production, trade and consumption; with the potential for increasing the welfare of all the countries involved. However, China's integration into the
global economy has forced a worldwide reallocation of economic activities. This has increased various kinds of friction in China's trading and political relations with
others, as well as generating several globally significant externalities. Finding ways to accommodate China's rise in a way that ensures the future stability and
prosperity of the world economy and polity is probably the most important task facing the world community in the first half of the 21st century. The book delves into
these issues to reflect upon the wide range of opportunities and challenges that have emerged in the context of a rising China.
3 Jan 31 2020 A Core Study Text for the ATT Qualification
Global Jihad and the Tactic of Terror Abduction Nov 03 2022 In recent decades, the taking of hostages has proven to be a particularly effective tactic for Islamic
terrorist organizations worldwide, including al Qaeda. The global jihad movement regards citizens of foreign (mainly western) countries as prime targets for
abduction, although in fact local residents have constituted the majority of kidnapping victims. This book analyzes Islamic terror abductions over the last 30 years
in the Middle East (Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Yemen, and Saudi Arabia), Asia (Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, and the Philippines), Africa (the Maghreb, the Sahel
regions, and Somalia), and in Russia as a part of the Russian-Chechen conflict. Discussion also focuses on the abduction by Hizballah of Israeli soldiers, the
Second Lebanon War of 2006, the Mumbai terror attack (2008), the Chechen hostage crisis in Moscow and Beslan (2002 and 2004), the kidnapping of employees
of the Algerian In Amenas gas facility by al Qaeda of the Maghreb' in January 2013 and the Nairobi "Westgate Mall" hostage crisis in September 2013. The role of
Iran as a state sponsor of terrorism, and its patronage of terror organizations that utilize the tactic of abduction to promote Iranian interests in Lebanon and Iraq, is

highlighted throughout. Discussion focuses on the challenges faced by countries whose citizens have been abducted by Islamic terror organizations and their
reactions to these challenges, and provides theoretical classifications of the phenomenon of terrorism in general and terror abduction in particular.
A Monetary Hope for Europe Apr 27 2022 A Monetary Hope for Europe. This book studies the euro in a global perspective and opens a new series edited by the
Jean Monnet European Centre of Excellence of the University of Florence, Verso l'unificazione europea. Most of the chapters have been written by economists
who met and discussed their diverse views at a multi-disciplinary conference organized by the Centre in May 2013 under the title The euro and the struggle for the
creation of a new global currency: Problems and perspectives in the building of the political, financial and economic foundations of the European federal
government. The list of contributors also includes historians as well as European and international law academics. Their essays have been revised on the basis
and against the backdrop of an ongoing crisis of both the euro and the whole European project in the last years and months. The volume aims to provide useful
data and interpretations to improve knowledge on the euro and the European Union in their economic, historical, juridical and political perspectives. -Shinners, Dissos and Dissenters: Irish republican media activism since the Good Friday Agreement Nov 30 2019 Shinners, dissos, and dissenters is a long-term
analysis of the development of Irish republican media activism since 1998 and the tumultuous years that followed the end of the Troubles. It is the first in-depth
analysis of the newspapers, magazines and online spaces in which strands of Irish republicanism developed and were articulated in a period in which schism and
dissent underscored a return to violence for dissidents. Based on an analysis of Irish republican media outlets as well as interviews with the key activists that
produced them, this book provides a compelling snap shot of a political ideology in transition as it is moulded by the forces of the Peace Process and often violent
internal ideological schism that threatened a return to the 'bad old days' of the Troubles.
Children, Young People and the Press in a Transitioning Society Oct 29 2019 This book assesses the implications of how children and young people are
represented in print media in Northern Ireland ‒ a post-conflict transitioning society. Gordon analyses how children and young peopleʼs perceived involvement in
anti-social and criminal behaviour is constructed and amplified in media, as well as in popular and political discourses. Drawing on deviancy amplification, folk
devils and moral panics, this original study specifically addresses the labelling perspective and confirms that young people are convenient scapegoats ‒ where
their negative reputation diverts attention from the structural and institutional issues that are inevitable in a post-conflict society. Alongside content analysis from six
months of print media and a case study on the representation of youth involvement in ʻsectarianʼ rioting, this book also analyses interviews with editors, journalists,
politicians, policy makers and a spokesperson for the Police Service of Northern Ireland. Noting the importance of prioritising the experiences of children, young
people and their advocates, this timely and engaging research will be of specific interest to scholars and students of criminal justice, criminology, socio-legal
studies, sociology, social policy, media studies, politics and law, as well as media professionals and policy makers.
Britain since 1945 Aug 27 2019 Britain since 1945 is the established textbook on contemporary British political history since the end of the Second World War.
David Childs' authoritative chronological survey discusses domestic policy and politics in particular, but also covers external and international relations. This new
and improved seventh edition of this important book brings the picture to the present by including the following additions: Tony Blair's resignation and Gordon
Brown's accession to power immigration the financial crisis from 2007: the first bank run in Britain since 1866 the 'Special-relationship' with the US and Obama the
2010 General elcetion and the first coalition government since 1945 'Broken Britain' and Crime the era of ʻowned by China' and Britainʼs place in a turbulent world.
Britain since 1945 is essential reading for any student of contemporary British history and politics.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular UEFA Euro 2016 Players Jun 17 2021
European 'Security' Governance Sep 01 2022 This book argues that we can understand and explain the EU as a security and peace actor through a framework of
an updated and deepened concept of security governance. It elaborates and develops on the current literature on security governance in order to provide a more
theoretically driven analysis of the EU in security. Whilst the current literature on security governance in Europe is conceptually rich, there still remains a gap
between those that do 'security governance' and those that focus on 'security' per se. A theoretical framework is constructed with the objective of creating a
conversation between these two literatures and the utility of such a framework is demonstrated through its application to the geospatial dimensions of EU security
as well as specific cases studies in varied fields of EU security. This book was originally published as a special issue of European Security.
Fiscal Monitor, April 2016 Dec 12 2020 The global economy remains fragile at this time. While the recovery in advanced economies is softening, many emerging
market and developing economies have experienced a significant economic slowdown, and some large countries show signs of distress. Global risk aversion has
risen, and commodity prices have continued to fall since the April 2015 Fiscal Monitor. The weaker outlook and concerns about the ability of policymakers to
provide an adequate and swift policy response have amplified downward risks and clouded global prospects. According to this issue of the Fiscal Monitor, the
challenging environment calls for a comprehensive policy response to boost growth and reduce vulnerabilities. In particular, it is critical to identify policies that
could lift productivity growth by promoting innovation. Fiscal policy can play an important role in stimulating innovation through its effects on research and
development, entrepreneurship, and technology transfer.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Deaths from Pneumonia Feb 23 2022
Fiscal Monitor, October 2015 Apr 15 2021 This issue of the Fiscal Monitor examines the conduct of fiscal policy under the uncertainty caused by dependence on
natural resource revenues. It draws on extensive past research on the behavior of commodity prices and their implications for macroeconomic outcomes, as well
as on extensive IMF technical assistance to resource-rich economies seeking to improve their management of natural resource wealth.
Treaty Series Cumulative Index No.52 Sep 28 2019 This is the fifty-second volume of the United Nations Treaty Series Cumulative Index.This volume covers the
treaties and international agreements contained in volumes 2751 to 2800 of the United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS). The volume consists of two main sections,
each preceded by an explanatory note. In the first section, “Chronological Index”, treaties and international agreements are listed in the order of the dates on which
they were first adopted, signed or opened for signature or accession, etc. Any subsequent agreements and/or actions relating to the original agreement are to be
found under the date of the original instrument. The second section, “Alphabetical Index”, refers to treaties and international agreements by a party and by subject.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular English People of Welsh Descent Feb 11 2021
North Korea, 2009-2012 Nov 22 2021 North Korea continues to be a country of great concern internationally, where future developments are uncertain, especially
as a result of the succession to the leadership of Kim Jong-un following the death of Kim Jong-il. It is also a country which is relatively unknown and relatively little
studied. This book provides a comprehensive, detailed survey of economic and political developments in the last few years. As such it provides many insights into
the current trends which are likely to shape the countryʼs future direction.
Fiscal Monitor, April 2020 May 05 2020 Chapter 1 argues that fiscal policies are at the forefront of responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. Fiscal measures can
save lives, protect the most-affected people and firms from the economic impact of the pandemic, and prevent the health crisis from turning into a deep longlasting slump. A key priority is to fully accommodate spending on health and emergency services. Global coordination is for a universally low-cost vaccine and to
support countries with limited health capacity. Large, temporary and targeted support is urgently needed for affected workers and firms until the emergency abates.
As the shutdowns end, broad-based, coordinated fiscal stimulus̶where financing conditions permit̶will become more effective in fostering the recovery. Chapter
2 argues that fiscal policies are at the forefront of facilitating an economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic once the Great Lockdown ends. Policymakers
can achieve this objective with IDEAS: Invest for the future̶in health systems, infrastructure, low carbon technologies, education, and research; adopt wellplanned Discretionary policies that can be deployed quickly; and Enhance Automatic Stabilizers, which are built-in budgetary tax and spending measures that
automatically stabilize incomes and consumption. Importantly, improving unemployment benefit systems and social safety nets can protect household incomes
from adverse shocks and strengthen resilience against future epidemics. Over the past decade, state-owned enterprises (SOEs) have doubled in importance
among the worldʼs largest corporations. They often deliver basic services such as water, electricity, and loans for families and small businesses. At their best, they
can help promote higher economic growth and achieve development goals. However, many are a burden to taxpayers and the economy. Chapter 3 discusses
what governments can do to get the most out of SOEs. This includes ensuring the firmʼs managers have the right incentives and there is effective oversight. It also
requires a high degree of transparency of their activities.
Pattern Recognition, Machine Intelligence and Biometrics Jul 27 2019 "Pattern Recognition, Machine Intelligence and Biometrics" covers the most recent
developments in Pattern Recognition and its applications, using artificial intelligence technologies within an increasingly critical field. It covers topics such as:
image analysis and fingerprint recognition; facial expressions and emotions; handwriting and signatures; iris recognition; hand-palm gestures; and multimodal
based research. The applications span many fields, from engineering, scientific studies and experiments, to biomedical and diagnostic applications, to personal
identification and homeland security. In addition, computer modeling and simulations of human behaviors are addressed in this collection of 31 chapters by topranked professionals from all over the world in the field of PR/AI/Biometrics. The book is intended for researchers and graduate students in Computer and
Information Science, and in Communication and Control Engineering. Dr. Patrick S. P. Wang is a Professor Emeritus at the College of Computer and Information

Science, Northeastern University, USA, Zijiang Chair of ECNU, Shanghai, and NSC Visiting Chair Professor of NTUST, Taipei.
Open Source Intelligence in a Networked World Jun 05 2020 The book explains how openly available information is undervalued by the intelligence community
and how analysts can use of this huge amount of information.
Sovereignty and Jurisdiction in Airspace and Outer Space Oct 22 2021 "The issues surrounding sovereignty and jurisdiction are likely to become ever more
pressing as globalisation, growing pressure on resources and the need for energy and national security become acute, and the resolution of special delimitation
disputes seems likely to become a vital question in the 21st century. This book will focus primarily on the issues of sovereignty jurisdiction and control in airspace
and outer space, but will also look at related issues pertaining to the Seas and Antarctica. As well as considering the matters in public international law the book
will also explore aspects of private international law that are central to the understanding of sovereignty and jurisdiction over territories. The book goes on to
consider the distinction between airspace and outer space and puts forward legal criteria which would allow for the resolution of the spatial delimitation dispute.
These criteria would determine where in spatial terms the exclusive sovereignty of airspace ends and where outer space - the province of all mankind begins, and
contribute to the jurisprudence of territorial sovereignty and jurisdiction"--
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